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I am writing to give Joshua Hockman my highest possible recommendation for the Joshua Peckham
Selfless Service Scholarship.

As with most college bound high school students these days, Joshua has been involved with numerous
acts of community service: collecting canned food at the holidays, providing food/supplies to the local
homeless shelter, making/distributing masks during COVID, etc.  These activities are performed without
claiming the volunteer hours required for graduation, through a club he started addressing mental
health issues for teens -- Pressing Issues Publications and Service (PIPS), www.pipsclub.org.
However, I am highlighting the difference he is making to a community of STEM students.

I have worked closely with Joshua for the past 6 years as a science teacher and Science Olympiad
(Scioly) Coach at Kraemer Middle School, and now as Coach of a 80 member Scioly Team at Sierra
Vista Middle School. Student Joshua was outstanding in academia, leadership, communication, and in
his character. He contributed to Kraemer’s first state championship. And in our trip to Cornell for the
national finals, co-captain Joshua helped the team finish sixth in the nation. In total, Joshua has earned
a total of 49 Scioly medals.

Joshua’s natural leadership began to emerge when I was assigned to a new school, leaving his
program without a director. He quickly organized and conducted Anatomy, Disease Detectives and
Heredity study meetings -- a task beyond his years. He mentored the students, and showed
praiseworthy commitment to their success during the frequently long study sessions he held.  He was
able to communicate effectively among students, parents, and teachers, which is difficult for individuals
of any age. This fostered a special culture among team members who were comfortable with Joshua,
and eager to perform for him.

Joshua is in his second year serving as my Assistant Coach of the Sierra Vista Middle School Scioly
Team.  I still regularly lean on him in early morning and late night hours to get this inexperienced team
in competition shape, and he always responds enthusiastically. Serving as a role model to these
younger students, he has been a voice of calmness/ encouragement as he schedules lineups, proctors
events, and problem solves a variety of logistics during the high stress 8-hour competition days. Some
of Joshua’s standout moments include:  developing a computer program that helped optimize one of
the design events, and temporarily assuming a head coach role in this program.  Recently, he served
as the tournament director for what became the largest Scioly Division B Competition in the program’s
history (>100 schools).

I am confident in saying that Joshua Hockman possesses the necessary academics, leadership,
community mindedness, and most importantly character to be worthy of the Joshua Peckham
Scholarship.  He would greatly benefit from the support of this funding, but would also pay it forward by
personally assisting in the academic success of his fellow students.  The latter is just one reason I find
him to be unique among his peers.

Sincerely,
Shaun Evola
Science Olympiad Coach


